BATS MLB 2018 Enhancements
Bats Online Apps Now Available for Download!
Search "Bats Online" in the iOS App Store for iPad and iPhone or Google Play for Android
Video Player Additions / Fixes
Side by Side and Overlay Comparison – Play only selected video options when making the video
Export selected only from Compare Videos
Fix for wrong frame being displayed in between clips
Improved frame-by-frame functionality - smoother and more responsive especially using arrow keys
Create .m3u playlists from main video player
Score option available in AutoMovieCreate.exe
Playlist Manager - Right click option for “open file location”
Display Trackman info underneath video
Bug Fix: Inconsistencies with video playback, particularly with scrubbing
Special Functions drop-down added to clean up Options drop-down
Export clips to various sizes, more compression choices
Fix for display issues on small screens or on screens with up to 150% scaling
Create VDF for multiple angles now allows you to choose which angles to export, including Supplemental Angles
Input Menu Additions / Fixes
Auto-logging Inside Edge data
Video sharing for MLBAM missing clips
Supplemental angles easier to set-up and understand
Supplemental angles easier to manage in Add Video to Finished Games
Add up to 26 angles in Process Camera File
Ability to assign names to A/B/C/D angles viewable in main video player
Added an option for a third Pitch Flag in Game Entry
Added additional Custom Pitch Flags in Game Entry
New ability to play raw video all angles in In-Game Viewer
New function to view pitcher stats in In-Game Viewer
Merge Teams button on Team Names
During Cut and Compress, files are moved to VID20XX folder immediately so that video can upload to BATS Web as soon
as the first pitch is cut
Bug Fix: EZ Video Cut Out a Clip doesn't work if output file has a space in it
Add Video to Finished Games / Game Entry, add a marker to show if advanced data has been received
New ability to check for games with missing clips in Add Video to Finished Games
Quick Cut option for chart from file
Option to not compress clips while cutting in chart from file
Sync absupp
Amazon/Google as drive letter for video repository
Added zz pitch for pitch clock (anything that adds to the count but isn't a pitch)
Move External for suspended games now works more smoothly when adding angles in PCF
Ability to add up to 26 angles of pickoff video in Process Camera File
Mechanism for transferring TrackMan data in Make Game Drive
TrackMan Merge In program now automatically creates a skeleton game
Reports Menu Additions / Fixes
Enhanced Batting Stats screen includes Trackman data
Bug Fix: Select spray chart in Fielding doesn't work if you select from bottom to top
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Tie Enhanced Data to graphing
Add pfxx and pfxz to Trackman fields
Added a Runner Name selection in the "More..." screen of Batter/ Pitcher Breakdown
Bats Web Additions / Fixes
BatsWebDriveAutoDownload.exe allows automatic download from multiple drive locations
Option to publish 4 main angles or select angles to publish
Publish main but not supplemental angles when sharing
Publish EZ Video from Web Drive
Increase speed of creating web drives
Handle supplemental angles
Start/stop marks now transfer via Bats Web Drive for publishing and retrieving Process Camera File games
Publish EZ Video Supplemental Angles to/from Web Drive
Ongoing Bug Fixes
02/28/18 - Fix for All Angles selection of Pickoff video in Game Entry
02/28/18 - New Visitor / Home Pitcher buttons for viewing last 30 pitches in In-Game Viewer
02/28/18 - Bug fix for In-Game Compress skipping early clips
03/02/18 - Bug fix in Statcast download, plus added a "My Team" drop-down
03/09/18 - Important PCF fix for pickoffs and issue with long vidwork file paths
03/12/18 - Pickoffs now transfer using "Move External Game"
03/21/18 - In-Game Viewer issues repaired
03/21/18 - Fixed a problem with pitch flag #8 in Game Entry
03/27/18 - Fix for the latest BIS module
03/28/18 - Fix for PCF Pickoffs using "FIXED" clips
04/10/18 - BAM Statcast Downloader fixes for bypassing games and other bug fixes
04/11/18 - Autocreate Movie Fix for BAM clip issues
04/12/18 - Fix for bug in road system sync
04/24/18 - Statcast Auto download will now look backward an extra day in case Bam fixes something later
04/24/18 - A problem where publish to web drive could miss the supplemental angles on the last pitch was fixed
04/24/18 - Fix for bug in bypass team when using IE/BIS receive
04/26/18 - Fix for Create VDF problem
05/03/18 - Sync Fix! Important to run on any syncing machine!
05/18/18 - New method for downloading / installing fixes in Bats Input
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